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Motor systems contain many layers of neurons. This deep architecture is powerful but makes learning complicated.
Layered artificial networks can learn by backprop1 but this algorithm is unusable by real brains because it requires
that neurons in the feedback path know the synaptic weights of neurons in the forward path, and the brain has no
direct way for cells to communicate their weights to each other. This is the weight transport problem2. Here we
show that weight transport is not needed for motor learning in deep networks. Surprisingly, the crucial feedback can
be conveyed even by random weights, with no loss of learning speed or accuracy.

To begin, consider the problem of training a 3-layer network of linear neurons to approximate a target matrix T.
The network computes its vector output y = Wh = WW0x, where h = W0x is the vector of hidden-unit activity,
x is the input vector, W0 is the matrix of input weights, and W is the matrix of output weights. The objective is
to minimize the loss, L = (1/2)eTe, where the error vector e = y − Tx. The output weights can be adjusted by
descending the gradient of the loss, ∆W = −η(∂L/∂W ) = −ηehT , where η is a positive constant — and this rule
requires no knowledge of any of synaptic weights3. To adapt the deep weights, W0, backprop uses the chain rule to
compute the gradient, giving ∆W0 = −η(∂L/∂W0) = −η(W Te)xT . For the brain, the stumbling block is the W T

in this teaching signal: it implies that the cells in the feedback path must know the weights W of the forward path
(Figure 1a, b).

Here we propose replacing W T by a fixed, random matrix B, so the deep-layer learning rule becomes ∆W0 =
−ηBexT (Figure 1c). Remarkably, this far-simpler mechanism learns as well and quickly as backprop. The mech-
anism relies on previously unsuspected network dynamics: at first the B matrix may deliver unhelpful teaching
signals, as you would expect, but then the matrix W in the forward path quickly evolves to equal a kind of local
approximation to BT , and from then on, the random B is well-suited to deliver useful teaching signals to the deep
synapses. We have identified conditions under which this mechanism is guaranteed to drive e to 0 (proof not shown
here), even when B initially adjusts W0 in the wrong direction. We call this mechanism feedback alignment.

We tested feedback alignment against 3 other algorithms on a regression task with a 30–20–10 linear network
(Figure 1d). “Shallow” learning, which modifies only the output weights, struggles to reduce the error. A fast variant
of reinforcement learning called node perturbation does better, but its progress is slow. Backprop sends the error
rapidly toward zero. And feedback alignment learns as quickly and accurately as backprop. Further, backprop
and feedback alignment come to make similar adjustments to the hidden layer, i.e. ∆hFA = −ηBe aligns with
∆hBP = −ηW Te (Figure 1e).

Feedback alignment works just as well in nonlinear cases, and so it can build sensorimotor controllers with multiple
layers of nonlinear cells (Figure 2a). We trained a 6–500–6 network of tanh(·) units to drive a 2-joint revolute arm
model actuated by 6 muscles. The controller takes as input the current joint positions and velocities, x, and desired
hand velocity, ẏ∗, and outputs muscle commands, u, which drive the plant model and produce a hand velocity
ẏ = g(x + f(x,u)), where f(·, ·) is the discrete time plant dynamics which gives ∆x, and g(·) maps the arm state
to hand velocity. The controller aims to minimize the loss, L = ||ẏ − ẏ∗||2. Feedback alignment learns to use the
deepest features in this controller, and again performs as well as backprop (Figure 2b).

The mechanism also works with many layers of neurons (we have trained networks with as many as 10 layers). And
it can learn discrete categorization, e.g. we have used it to train a network of logistic units to recognize handwritten
digits from the MNIST dataset (Figure 2c). Once more, it learns as quickly as backprop and generalizes just as well
to a 10,000-image test set.

Current models of motor learning either forgo backprop or use it without explaining how its feedback could work in
the brain. Here we have described an alternative and unexpectedly simple mechanism for training multilayer control
systems which works even with random feedback weights.
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Figure 1: a, Backprop requires that neurons know each other’s synaptic weights, e.g. the 3 coloured synapses on the feedback
cell at bottom must have weights equal to those of the corresponding coloured synapses on 3 cells in the forward path. b, In
other words, backprop multiplies error vectors by the transpose matrix of the forward weights, ∆hBP = −ηWTe. c, Feedback
alignment instead uses random feedback weights, B, to transmit errors, so that ∆hFA = −ηBe. d, Four algorithms learn
to approximate a linear function. The ordinate shows normalized squared error. e, Angle between the hidden-unit updates
computed by feedback alignment and by backprop, i.e., ∆hFA]∆hBP. Error bars are ±2 standard deviations.
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Figure 2: a, A 2-layer
motor controller takes as
input current joint state,
x, and target hand veloc-
ity, ẏ∗, and sends com-
mand signals, u, to six
muscles. b, Feedback
alignment trains a multi-
layer motor control net-
work as quickly as back-
prop. c, Feedback align-
ment trains a 784–1000–
10 network to recognize
handwritten digits.
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